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Pawe≥ Siwiec

The so-called verba hamzata, verba infirma1

and verba mediae geminatae2 in the dialect of Baghdad

Even the earliest Arab grammarians emphasized the distinctiveness of

the verb stems with hamza and w or y as one of the root consonants. Similar

attention was paid to the verbs of which the second and third radical are

identical. A quite substantial part of SÜbawaihi’s (750-793) Al-KitÇb deals

with these issues3. SÜbawaihi presents in detail all the possible phonetic

changes that result from such configurations of consonants in the Arabic

verb stems. He does not limit himself to a rigid and strictly normative

description. When drawing the boundaries of linguistic correctness, he takes

into consideration local colors of the Arabic tongue of NaÑd in the east and

that of Al-∞iÑÇz in the west. When describing the mechanism of phonetic

transformations, he often points to the reasons that lie behind them. Not

infrequently, he resorts to examples from the spoken Arabic.

In SÜbawaihi’s days the linguistic phenomena connected with verbal

stems, which are the subject of this paper, were symptoms of already pretty

much advanced processes. In the written language the processes were later

slowed down and even stopped due to codification of the linguistic correct-

ness rules. But in dialects they were expanding unceasingly, assuming vari-

ous shapes.

Hence, the origin of changes that affected the weak verbs as well as the

verbs of which the second and third radicals are identical in the dialect of

Baghdad dates back to the earliest stages of the evolution of Arabic lan-

guage. Many of these changes are of common nature and can be observed in

1 Called in Arabic Al-’af‘Çl al-mu‘talla (weak verbs) that include al-mi@Çl - ver-
bum primae w//y (VPw//y), al-’awÑafóverbum mediae w//y (VMw//y) and an-
nÇqi^ - verbum ultimae w//y (VUw//y).

2 Called in Arabic Al-’af‘Çl ’al-mu¬Çëafa (VMG).
3 See, for example, SÜbawaihi, Al-KitÇb, ed. ‘Abd as-SalÇm Mu…ammad

HÇrËn, BayrËt 1975, vol. iv, pp. 330-481.



majority of the contemporary Arabic dialects. Others are a specificity of the

Arabic spoken in the land of Tigris and Euphrates, including the dialect of

Baghdad4.

I. Verba hamzata

Nearly all the changes that, on the ground of the dialect of Baghdad,

occurred in the verbal stems with hamza as one of the root consonants are an

effect of the hamza lenition process. The process, called taÆfÜf al-hamza or

tashÜl al-hamza by the medieval Arab philologists, began very early. In the

sedentary population of Al-∞iÑÇz hamza had been, as early as in the 7th cen-

tury, almost completely eliminated, both in the internal and final positions of

the word. And at the turn of the 7th and 8th centuries it started to disappear

also in the onsets of words. In the mainly nomadic population of Najd the

process began later and proceded at a much slower pace5.

After the emergence of a literary form of the Arabic language before

Islam, realization of hamza must have probably been considered as an expo-

nent of linguistic correctness. And, through the Koran, it ultimately was rec-

ognized as a norm of the classical Arabic.

One of the specific features of the Eastern Arabic of NaÑd was the so-

called ëan‘ana, i. e. reinforcement of hamza. It consisted in replacing hamza

with the pharyngal ‘ayn, e.g.: Æaba‘a instead of Æaba’a—“to hide” and

’i‘tanafa instead of  ’i’tanafa—“to resume”6.

One can distinguish the following types of taÆfÜf al-hamza:

a) SuqËù al-hamza or al-…aôf, i. e. elision of hamza. It can occur in the

middle position before a consonant, like in ’iùmanantum instead of ’iùma’-
nantum—“you (m. pl.) have calmed down”7, or in an intervocalic position

as in yaùËna instead of yaùa’Ëna—“they (m.) tread”, or muttakÜna instead of
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4 To illustrate the phonetic changes observed in the dialect of Baghdad, the
classical Arabic language has been used here. It does not mean, however, that the
author of this paper suggests direct genetic connection between the classical Arabic
and dialectal forms. The undoubtedly older classical Arabic forms have been used
here as reference only.

5 On the lenition of hamza in the cl. Ar., see K. Vollers, Volkssprache und
Schriftsprache im alten Arabien, Strassburg 1906, pp. 9, 83-87, 120; W. Wright, A
Grammar of the Arabic Language, BayrËt 1974., pp. 76-77; IbrÇhÜm AnÜs, FÜ al-
lahÑÇt al-ëarabiyya, Al-QÇhira 1973, pp. 75-80.

6 Al-MaùlabÜ, LahÑat TamÜm wa-íÇ@Çru-hÇ fÜ al-ëarabiyya al-muwa……ada,
Ba©dÇd 1978, pp. 86-90.

7 See, Vollers op. cit. p. 49.



muttaki’Üna—“the leaning” (plur.)8 as well as in unstressed onsets of words

as in SÇma instead of ’UsÇma9.
b) IbdÇl al-hamza, i. e. replacement of hamza with w or y in the middle

and final positions of the word. In verbal stems hamza3 was most suscepti-

ble to this change. As a result of the disappearance of flexional endings, it

became the final sound of the word. So, instead of, for example, yaqra’u >
yaqra’ people began to pronounce it yaqrÇ similarly to VUy. Then, by anal-

ogy, the change expanded to the Perfect forms, i.e. qara’a > qara’ was

replaced by qarÇ. Consequently, the original VUH became VUy. The effect

of this process is the parallel occurrence of forms with hamza3 and without

it in medieval Arabic, for instance kafa’a beside kafÇ—“to be enough”10.
In the intervocalic position u-a hamza began to be replaced with w as in

fuwÇdun instead of fu’Çdun—“heart”, or yuwÇÆiôu instead of yu’ÇÆiôu—“to

blame”. Then again, by analogy, the change that originally took place in the

Imperfect forms expanded to the Perfect paradigm. Hence, wÇÆaôa instead

of ’ÇÆaôa11. While in the intervocalic position i-a, hamza was most fre-

quently replaced with y, as for example in riyÇ’un instead of ri’Ç’un—
“hypocrisy” or ÆÇsiyan instead of ÆÇsi’an—“vilely”12.

c) TashÜl al-hamza bayna bayna. It consists in weakening of hamza in

an intervocalic position to so much a degree that it practically disappears as

in ’a-raaytu-kum for ’a-ra’aytu-kum—“Did I see you?” It never occurs in

positions where hamza is not vocalized13. Neither does it occur in onsets of

words, since the Arabic language does not tolerate purely vocalic onsets.

What can happen to hamza in the onset position is only the weakening of its

articulation. And that, irrespective of how weak the articulation is, has no

significance because what really matters here is the glottal catch itself and

not its strength.

It seems that the term bayna bayna, which signified a sound that is nei-

ther a glottal stop nor a pure vowel but something halfway, was invented by

the early Arab philologists to describe the hiatus that results from the weak-

ening of hamza in intervocalic positions.

The following table illustrates phonetic transformations connected with

the process of lenition of hamza.
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8 IbrÇhÜm AnÜs op. cit. p. 80. In both cases the disappearance of hamza is
accompanied by elision of the preceding vowel.

9 Vollers op. cit. p. 90.
10 Ibid., pp. 84-86.
11 IbrÇhÜm AnÜs op. cit. p. 79.
12 Ibidem., p. 80.
13 IbrÇhÜm AnÜs, Al-A^wÇt al-lu©awiyya, Al-QÇhira 1975, pp. 90-91.
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Table 1

No. Dialect of Baghdad Classical Arabic

1. a) ’aÆaô/’iÆaô – he took ’aÆaôa
b) yÇÆuô – he takes ya’Æuôu
c) ’uÆuô / Æuô – take! (m.) Æuô

2. a) ’ekel – he ate ’akala
b) yÇkul – he eats ya’kulu
c) ’ukul / kul – eat! (m.) kul

3. a) ’umar / ’amar – he ordered ’amara
b) yu’umur / yi’mur – he orders ya’muru
c) ’u’mur / ’i’mur – order! (m.) mur

4. wenn – he groaned ’anna
5. waÆÆar – he removed ’aÆÆara
6. a) ’aÆÆar – he delayed

b) ’a’aÆÆir / ‘aahhir – I delay ’u’aÆÆiru
7. weddÇ – he conveyed ’addÇ
8. a) ’eddÇ – he performed, fulfilled

b) yi’eddÜ / yiddÜ – he performs,  fulfills yu’addÜ
9. wennes – he amused ’annasa
10. a) ’eôôen
b) weôôen – he called to prayer ’aôôana
11. wÇsÇ – he comforted, consoled ’ÇsÇ
12. twaÆÆar – he moved aside ta’aÆÆara
13. a) t’aÆÆar – he was late

b) ta’aÆÆur / taaÆÆur – a delay ta’aÆÆur
14. twennes – he amused himself ta’annasa
15. t’Çmar – he conspired, plotted ta’Çmara
16. twÇlef – he made friends (with s. o) ta’Çlafa
17. tÇnÇ – he awaited ta’ÇnÇ
18. a) nwuÆeô / nwiÆeô

b) nniÆeô
c) nÆÇô
d) n’iÆeô – it was taken ’uÆiôa

19. a) nwukel / nwikel
b) nnikel
c) nkÇl
d) n’ikel – it was eaten ’ukila

20. a) tteÆeô / ttiÆeô
b) ntiÆeô – he took on, assumed ’ittaÆaôa

21. ’tilef – he became united ’i’talafa
22. ste’Ñer – he rented ’ista’Ñara
23. stÇnes – he enjoyed himself ’ista’nasa
24. a) ste’nef

b) stÇnef – he resumed ’ista’nafa
25. stennÇ – he waited ’ista’annÇ (?)
26. a) si’el / se’el – he asked sa’ala



The following transformations can be observed in the above data, com-

pared with adequate forms in classical Arabic:

1. Disappearance of hamza followed by lengthening of the preced-

ing vowel, as in examples 1b, 2b, 23 and 24b.

This change can be observed in the word forms with hamza in the inter-

nal position between a vowel and an unvocalized consonant, i.e. —V’C-. In

verbal forms the change is limited to VPH, as in yÇÆuô, yÇkul, stÇnes and

stÇnef. It occurs also in the nomina verbi especially when lexicalized as in

tÇrÜÆ instead of ta’rÜÆ—“date”. This kind of absorption of hamza occurs in

a regular way particularly in nominal stems of the type CVCC, e.g. rÇs ÷ Cl.

Ar. ra’sun—“a head”, bÜr ÷ Cl. Ar. bi’run—“a well”. Relatively infrequent

cases in which hamza has been retained as the first radical (mainly the words

derived according to the stef‘al pattern) can be explained as the influence of

classical Arabic. What backs up such a view is the prevalence of forms with-

out hamza as well as the fact that the unproductive pattern stef‘al is mostly

replaced with other derivatives, e.g. ’eÑÑer instead of ste’Ñer or twennes
instead of stÇnes.

2. TashÜÜl al-hamza bayna bayna as in examples 6b (second variant),

13b (second variant) and 26c (second variant).

It occurs as a facultative variant in the following cases:

a) 1st pers. sing. of the VPH Imperfect forms of the fa‘‘al pattern, e.g.

’aaÆÆir beside ’a’aÆÆir; 

b) In nomina verbi of the VPH formed on the base of the tfa‘‘al pattern,

e.g. taaÆÆur beside ta’aÆÆur.
c) In the VPH Perfect paradigm of the basic stems as well as fa‘‘al forms

where hamza stands directly before the final vowel of a preceding word, e.g.

huwwa aÆaôe beside huwwa ’aÆaôe ÷ Cl. Ar. huwa ’aÆaôa-hu—“he took
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b) sÇyil – asking (m.) sÇ’il
c) su’Çl / suÇl / suwÇl – a question su’Çl

27. nÇö – he touched na’aöa
28. ’eyyes – he despaired ya’isa
29. nÇwaö – he handed, passed nÇ’aöa
30. rÇwÇ – he showed rÇ’Ç
31. tnÇwaö – he grabbed tanÇ’aöa
32. trÇwÇ – he seemed tarÇ’Ç
33. nsi’el – he was asked su’ila
34. nnÇö – he was touched nu’iöa



it”, or ’intË aÆÆartË beside ’intË ‘aÆÆartË ÷ Cl. Ar. ’antum ‘aÆÆartumË-hu—
“you (pl.) delayed him”.

d) In some nominal VMH derivatives, e.g. suÇl beside su’Çl.

3. Complete elision of hamza, as in examples 1c (second variant), 2c

(second variant), 8b (second variant), 17 and 25.

It can be found in those forms in which the original hamza was preced-

ed directly by a derivative suffix. For instance, in the verb tÇnÇ which most

probably developed from *t’ÇnÇ. Then, after elision of hamza1, it assimilat-

ed to the fÇ‘al pattern as can be seen from its Imperfect paradigm, e.g. yitÇnÜ
instead of expected *yitÇnÇ.

The form stennÇ derived from the same root as above resulted also from

the elision of hamza1. But it should be rather regarded as a borrowing from

one of the neighboring dialects. Because structures that combine stems and

functions of two different derivative patterns, namely fa‘‘al and stef‘al, are

uncommon in the dialect of Baghdad and the verb stennÇ is their only rep-

resentative14.

The disappearance of hamza in the Imperative forms of the verbs ’aÆaô
// ’iÆaô and ’ekel has different grounds.   The variants Æuô and kul could

have originated from absorption of hamza1 by the vowel of the preceding

Imperfect prefix, i.e. *ya’Æuô > yÇÆuô and *ya’kul > yÇkul. This, in turn,

resulted in Æuô and kul as a natural consequence of the prefix reduction typ-

ical to Imperative forms, similarly to their equivalents in the Cl. Ar. As for

the variants ’uÆuô // ’iÆiô and ’ukul // ’ikil, they must have appeared as a

result of accentuation rules in the dialect of Baghdad, on one hand, and intol-

erance of the morphological system to short monosyllables, on the other

hand.  Since in the stressed position the dialect accepts only such monosyl-

lables that are either hyper long, i.e. C V̄C or double closed, i.e. CVCC, each

of the forms Æuô and kul had to be supplemented with an extra initial sylla-

ble composed of hamza plus a short vowel. Hence the forms ’uÆuô and

’ukul. In the Imperfect forms of the verb ’umar//’amar hamza has been pre-

served. So, consequently, it also has not dropped out in the Imperative form,

e.g. ’u’mur.
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14 Such word formation means are relatively widespread, for example, in the
dialects of Syria and Lebanon. See Anis Frayha, Mu‘Ñam al-alfÇ° al-ëÇmmiyya,
BayrËt 1973, p. (). 



4. Replacing hamza1 and hamza2 with w1 as in examples 4, 5, 7, 9,

10b, 11, 12, 14, 16, 18a, 19a and with w2 as in examples 26c (third vari-

ant), 27, 29, 32.

Conversion of hamza into w could ensue when hamza occurred in the

intervocalic position u-a. Therefore, the change can be observed most fre-

quently in those VPH stems which are based on the fa‘‘l and fÇ‘al patterns,

and subsequently in their derivatives tfa‘‘l and tfÇ‘al. Just in the VPH

Imperfect forms of the patterns fa‘‘l and fÇ‘al hamza occurred between the

u of the prefix and the V1=a/Ç. Consequently, original forms like *yu’aÆÆir
or *yu’ÇsÜ evolved into the currently used yiwaÆÆir and yiwÇsÜ. Then, by

analogy, the change spread to the Perfect stems as well as to other deriva-

tives, e.g. twaÆÆar and twÇlef. It is quite probable that hamza of the type

bayna bayna was a transitional form in that process, as it can be seen in the

currently used dialect, e.g.: su’Çl / suÇl / suwÇl lub fu’Çd / fuÇd / fuwÇd.

There is also another explanation of the above illustrated changes, i.e.

that words like yu’aÆÆir or yu’annis were originally pronounced *yuwaÆÆir
and *yuwannis. Then, however, the hypothetically original w1 changed into

hamza bayna bayna as a result of glottalization of the diphthong —wa—.

So, according to this conception, the verbs mentioned above simply regained

their initial shapes15. In some cases, the coexistence of forms with hamza1

and those in which hamza1 changed into w1 resulted in semantic diversity,

e.g.: ’aÆÆar—“to delay” ÷ waÆÆar—“to remove”, ’eddÇ—“to perform” ÷
weddÇ—“to convey”.

In quite a number of verbs hamza2 has also been changed into w, e.g.:

nÇwaö, rÇwÇ, tnÇwaö, trÇwÇ. Like in case of VPH, the change must have

begun in the Imperfect forms based on the patterns of fa‘‘l and fÇ‘al. This

time, however, the modification was a result of a kind of harmonic assimi-

lation. It means that, for instance, original *yunÇ’iö changed into *yunÇwiö,
where the transformation of hamza2 into w was influenced by the prefix

vowel. Otherwise, hamza2, when in the intervocalic position a-i, should

have been replaced by y2, like in sÇyil.

5. Replacement of hamza2 by y2, as in example 26b.

6. Disappearance of hamza1 accompanied by the doubling of the

preceding consonant, as in examples 18b, 19b, 20 and 28.
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15 Czapkiewicz A., The Verbs with Hamza as Third Radical in Modern Arabic
Dialects, “Folia Orientalia”, vol. XVIII, Wroc≥aw-Warszawa-KrakÛw-GdaÒsk
1977, pp. 41-42..



The verb tteÆeô // ttiÆeô is the only instance of the VPH fta‘al stem that

assumed the form of VPw//y. It must have developed on the basis of the pat-

tern ’itfa‘ala rather than ’ifta‘ala16, as in the case of its Cl. Ar. counterpart

and the VPw//y fta‘al stems.  The change that occurred here consisted in the

disappearance of hamza1 accompanied by the doubling of the consonant that

directly preceded it. Forms like öaùù > *öaù’ ÷ Cl. Ar. öaù’un— “river”17, as

well as marr instead of mar’—“man” or Ñuzz instead of Ñuz’—“part”18 show

that the change could not have been limited to the fta‘al forms only. The

same kind of modification occurs in the forms of nniÆeô and nnikel. 
One can assume that the verb ’eyyes must have also come into being as

a result of the above described process. First, C1=y in the Imperfect forms

was doubled, following the disappearance of hamza2, i.e. yay’as > *yayyas.

Then, by analogy to the fa‘‘l pattern forms, the stem was supplemented with

hamza1 and hence ’eyyes in the Imperfect.

The form ntiÆeô could have developed from ttiÆeô as a result of dis-

similation, since the tÆô root does not exist in the dialect of Baghdad.

7. Disappearance of hamza1 accompanied by lenghtening of V2, as

in examples 18c and 19c.

Lenghtening of V2 that follows the disappearance of hamza1 in nÆÇô
and nkÇl can be explained as a result of the system’s predilection to stick to

the tri-radical root pattern, on one hand, and of preventing that the n- suffix

be identified with C1 on the other hand. It can be illustrated as follows:

*yin’iÆeô > *yiniÆeô than yinÆÇô to avoid possible *yinÆeô; and the same

with the verb nkÇl.
VUH, after replacement of hamza3 by y3, assimilated completely to

VUy group, e.g.: bidÇ ÷ Cl. Ar. bada’a—“to begin”, hennÇ ÷ Cl. Ar. han-
na’a—“to congratulate”, twa°°Ç ÷ Cl. Ar. tawa¬¬a’a—“to perform ritual

ablutions”, nùifÇ ÷ Cl. Ar. ’inùafa’a—“to be extinguished”, ÆtibÇ ÷ Cl. Ar.

’iÆtaba’a—“to hide”. In some isolated cases hamza3 is changed to the

pharyngal ‘ayn, e.g.  ’il-Qur‘Çn beside ’il-Qur’Çn ÷ Cl. Ar. ’al-Qur’Çn and

qarÇ‘a beside qirÇ’a or qirÇya ÷ Cl. Ar. qirÇ’atun.

Relatively in many cases hamza has been retained as the first root con-

sonant, e.g.: ’a//iÆaô, ’ekel, ’u//amar, yu//i’mur, ’aÆÆar, ’a’aÆÆir, ’eddÇ,
yi’eddÜ, ’eôôen, t’aÆÆar, ta’aÆÆur, t’Çmar, ’tilef, ste’Ñer, ste’nef19. In the
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16 Vollers op. cit. p. 120.
17 Comapre cl. Ar. öÇùi’un – “riverside, bank”.
18 Vollers op. cit. pp. 92-93. Compare also Ñeyye ñ ìarrivalî in the dialect of

Baghdad (cl. Ar. Ñayíatun).
19 See Table 1 above.



Perfect paradigm of the basic stem it is realized in the first three of the above

mentioned verbs. Whereas, in the Imperfect, only in the last one out of the

three, i.e. yu//i’mur. In the Perfect C1VC2VC3 stems, hamza1= C1 can be

affected by apheresis, if occurring after a vowel ending of a preceding word,

e.g.: ma-Æaôte ÷ Cl. Ar. ma-’aÆaôtu-hu—“I did not take it”20, or it can be

realized as bayna bayna, e.g. ma-aÆaôte.

The fact that hamza has been preserved in the Imperfect Indicative as

well Imperative forms of the verb ’u/amar results from its relatively infre-

quent usage in everyday speech, which makes it less susceptible to changes.

The disappearance of hamza in verbal nouns consists either in its absorption

by a preceding vowel, e.g. tÇmÜn beside ta’mÜn ÷ Cl. Ar. ta’mÜnun—“insur-

ance”, or in assuming of the of bayna bayna shape, e.g. taaÆÆur beside

ta’aÆÆur.

In some cases, especially in the stems based on the stef‘al pattern, two

parallel variants of the same verb are used without difference in meaning;

one with and the other without hamza1, e.g.: ’eôôen // weôôen or ste’nef //

stÇnef. Sometimes, however, such parallel forms are semantically diversi-

fied, e.g.: ’eddÇ—“to perform” ÷ weddÇ—“to convey”.

Forms like t’Çmer or ’tilef have resisted the process of lenition, proba-

bly due to their limited usage. Since in the patterns fÇ‘al, tfÇ‘al, nfa‘al and

fta‘al hamza1 is normally not retained in the dialect of Baghdad. The forms

n’iÆeô and n’ikel seem to be archaic and their usage in everyday speech is

also very limited.

As for the VMH, only si’el has remained in use, along with its deriva-

tives and a few other verbs, e.g. @i’er ÷ Cl. Ar. @a’ara—“to take blood

revenge”, zi’er—Cl. Ar. za’ara—“to roar” (lion), si’em ÷ Cl. Ar. sa’ima—

“to be weary”. The verb noun @Çr ÷ Cl. Ar. @a’run—“blood revenge”, formed

according to the C1VC2C3 pattern, is an example of the absorption of hamza

by the preceding vowel a which is typical in such structures.

The analysis of the hamza lenition process in the dialect of Baghdad

allows us to draw the following conclusions:

a) All the changes connected with the lenition of hamza in verbal stems

originated in the Imperfect forms;

b) Analogy played an essential role in the expansion of the lenition

process;

c) ’ibdÇl al-hamza constitutes the overwhelming majority of the modi-

fications that affected verba hamzata. Hamza3 regularly turns into y3, while
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20 Regular elision of V1 in this position (e.g. ma-ktebte instead of ma kitebte ÷
cl. Ar. mÇ katabtu-hu – “I did not write it”) was undoubtedly a conducive factor.



hamza1 and hamza2 are replaced by w1 and w2 respectively, except nomina
agentis forms;

d) The hamza lenition process has considerably reduced the number of

verba hamzata in the dialect of Baghdad and it has not ended yet. However,

as education becomes widespread, the process can be substantially slowed

down under influence of the literary language.

II. Verba infirma (weak verbs)

A common feature of this class of verbs in all the Arabic dialects is fur-

ther development of the monophthongization process particularly with

regard to the diphthongs aw and ay. They were also subject to many other

transformations presented below:

1. Verba primae w//y

The diphthong aw has turned into the long vowel Ÿ, e.g.: yŸm < *yawm
÷ Cl. Ar. yawmun—“day”, dŸÆa < *dawÆa ÷ Cl. Ar. dawÆatun—“dizziness”,

sŸde < *sawdÇ ÷ Cl. Ar. sawdÇ’u—“black” (fem.). The change affects also

the Perfect suffix of the 3rd  pers. plur. masc. when the verb takes verbal suf-

fixes that denote the Accusative, e.g.: kitbŸ-hÇ instead of *kitbaw-hÇ21 ÷ Cl.

Ar. katabË-hÇ—“they (fem.) wrote it”.
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Table 2 

No. Dialect of Baghdad Classical Arabic

1. wugaf – he stopped waqafa
yŸgaf – he stops yaqifu
yŸgfËn – they (m.) stop yaqifËna
’Ÿgaf – stop! (m.) qif

2. wuga‘ – he fell waqa‘a
yŸga‘ – he falls yaqa‘u

3. yibes – it dried up yabisa
yeybes // yÿbes – it dries yaybasu

4. nwiled – he was born wulida
5. stŸ…aö // stÇ…aö // staw…aö ’istaw…aöa

– he felt lonely

21 In the dialect of Baghdad –aw is a regular 3 pers. plur. masc. Perfect suffix
for all types of verbs.



The VPw Imperfect paradigm of the basic stem has become uniform,

i.e. yŸC2a/iC3 < *yawC2a/iC3, e.g.: yŸgaf ÷ Cl. Ar. yaqifu or yŸga‘ ÷ Cl. Ar.

yaqa‘u. It indicates that in the very early stages of dialect evolution the

forms with w1 in the Imperfect were the standard or at least prevailed.  

The Imperative, which in the dialect of Baghdad has the form of

’ŸC2a/iC3, e.g. ’Ÿgaf, is produced according to the same mechanism as in

classical Arabic. In both cases it is formed by cutting off the Imperfect pre-

fix, e.g.: tŸgaf > ’Ÿgaf ÷ Cl. Ar. taqif > qif22.

In the VPw stems based on the staf‘al pattern the diphthong aw is either

preserved or regularly replaced by Ÿ or Ç. It often happens that one verb is

realized by three facultative variants, e.g.: stŸ…aö // stÇ…aö // staw…aö.

2. Verba mediae w//y

Long vowels, both before a stressed syllable or after it, are usually relative-

ly shortened. This is a common feature in all the Arabic dialects23. It is also

a consequence of a general phonetic rule according to which the strenghten-

ing of one group of sounds in a word (i.e. by stress) weakens the position of

the other ones24. Hence in the dialect of Baghdad, for instance, yiöilËn
instead of yiöÜlËn ÷ Cl. Ar. yaöÜlËna. Similar examples can be found in clas-

sical Arabic, e.g. ‘amËd beside ‘ÇmËd—“post, column”. 

In the Imperfect forms of three verbs, namely gÇl ÷ Cl. Ar. qÇla—“to

say”, rÇd ÷ Cl. Ar. ’arÇda—“to want” and rÇ… ÷ Cl. Ar. rÇ…a—“to go”, the

long vowel can even fall out even when in an unstressed syllable. The

change is limited to the 2nd pers. sing. masc. as well as 2nd and 3rd pers.

plur. masc., e.g. yiglËn beside yigulËn, tirdËn beside tridËn and tir…Ün beside

tru…Ün. Two factors could have caused this modification: natural weakening

of the vowel in an unstressed position and exceptionally frequent usage of

the three verbs in every day speech. At the first stage, the long vowels Ë and

Ü were shortened in unstressed positions, e.g. yigËlËn > yigulËn, *tirÜdËn >

tiridËn, *tirË…Ün > tiru…Ün and thus became subject to falling out. Then, due
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22 In the Cl. Ar. it actually consists in cutting off  the prefix from the Jussive.
In the dialect of Baghdad, as in other Arabic dialects, moods like Jussive or
Subjunctive do not formally exist. However, a trace of the former Jussive can be
seen in the sing. fem. and plur. masc Imperative forms. It manifests itself in the
absence of the consonant n in the Impervect suffix, e.g. kitbÜ, kitbË instead of
*kitbÜn, *kitbËn ÷ Cl. Ar. ’uktubÜ, ’uktubË.

23 DawËd ‘Abduh, Ab…Ç@ fÜ al-lu©a al-ëarabiyya, BayrËt 1973, p. 143.
24 Otto von Essen, Fonetyka ogólna i stosowana, Warszawa 1967, pp. 204-205.
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to frequent usage, they finally fell out. Hence, yigulËn > yiglËn, *tiridËn >

tirdËn, *tiru…Ün > tir…Ün. Then, by analogy, the change expanded to those

conjugational forms in which the long vowel should remain stressed, and as

such, preserved. So, beside the regular Imperfect forms of the 2nd and 3rd

Table 3 

No. Dialect of Baghdad Classical Arabic

1. gilit – I said qultu
gitle // gilitle – I told him qultu lahu
gittËlhum // giltËlhum qultum lahum 
– you (fem. plur.) told them (masc. plur.)

gelle – he told him qÇla lahu
gelkum // gellilkum qÇla lakum
– he told you (masc. plur.)

gellŸlhe // galŸlhe – they (masc.) told her qÇlË lahÇ
yiglËn // yigulËn – they (masc.) say yaqËlËna
yigullek – he tells you (masc.) yaqËlu laka
yigulhum // yigullilhum yaqËlu lahum
– he tells them (masc.)

yiglËlhum // yigullËlhum // yigulËlhum yaqËlËna lahum
– they (masc.) tell them (masc.)

gËl – say! (masc.) qul
gulle – tell (masc.) him qul lahu
gulhum // gullilhum // gËlilhum qul lahum
– tell (masc.) them (masc.) 

yiglen, tiglen 
yigËlen, tgËlen yaqulna, taqulna
– they (fem.) say, you (fem.) say

2. tirdËn – you (masc. plur.) want turÜdËna
yirden, tirden 
yirÜden, trÜden yuridna, turidna
– they (fem.) want, you (fem.) want

3. tir…Ün // tru…Ün – you (fem.) go tarË…Üna
yir…en, tir…en
yirË…en, trË…en – they (fem.) go yaru…na, taru…na
öÜl – carry, remove! (masc.) öil
nÇm – sleep! (masc.) nam

4. nhÇnyÿt
nhinit – I was insulted ’uhintu

5. …tÇÑyÿtu
…tiÑtu – you (masc. plur.) needed ’i…taÑtum

6. sti/erÇ…yÿt
sti/erÇ…it – I took a rest ’istara…tu



pers. plur. fem., i.e.: yigËlen, tgËlen, yirÜden, trÜden, yirË…en, trË…en, there

appeared parallel shortened variants, i.e.: yiglen, tiglen, yirden, tirden,

yir…en, tir…en.

An interesting situation occurs when, by means of the preposition —l—
25, a suffixed pronoun is attached as an indirect object to the verb gÇl // yigËl.
What draws attention here is the reduction of the long vowel in a stressed

position, e.g. yigullek instead of yigËllek or gelle instead of gÇlle. It seems

that the change could have originated in the unsuffixed conjugational

forms.26

Enclitlization of the preposition and one of the suffixed pronouns

attached to it (1st and 2nd pers. or 3rd pers. sing. masc.), i.e. —lÜ, -lek, -li˜,
-le27, could have played a decisive role. 

Due to similarity between the consonant of the enclitic preposition and

the final root consonant of the verb, the former was absorbed by the latter.

At the same time, by analogy to VMG patterns, the quantity of the stem

vowel was reduced. Hence, yigullek, gulle or gelle similarly to VMG pat-

terns, e.g. yiÑurrek—“he pulls you” (masc.), Ñurre—“pull him”, Ñarre—“he

pulled him”. Then, the modification expanded, comprising structures with

the remaining suffixed pronouns, e.g. yigulhum, gulhum, gelkum by analogy

to yiÑurhum—“he pulls them” (masc.), Ñurhum— “pull (masc.) them”

(masc.), Ñarkum—“he pulled you” (masc. plur.). In this way the preposition

became totally absorbed by the unsuffixed conjugational forms of the verb

gÇl which eventually assimilated to the VMG patterns. 

This, in turn, released a defense mechanism of the language that result-

ed in the revival of the preposition in the above mentioned modified struc-

tures, i.e. gÇl + enclitic. Therefore, apart from forms like yigulhum, gulhum
or gelkum, there appeared variants like yigullilhum, gullilhum and gellilkum.

Thus again, by analogy, the change expanded to the suffixed forms of both

conjugations, e.g. yigullulhum beside yiglËlhum and rarely yigulËlhum, gel-
lŸlhe beside galŸlhe.

The vocalism of the first root consonant in the 1st and 2nd pers. forms

of the VMw//y has practically been unified. As a rule, it is the vowel i, e.g.

gilit ÷ Cl. Ar. qultu, ˜init ÷ Cl. Ar. kuntu. The vowel u occurs irregularly,
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25 Before a consonant it becomes ’il, e.g. ’il-Ba©dÇd ÷ cl. Ar. íilÇ Ba©dÇd,
whereas before a vowel it is li-, e.g. li-l-Ba^ra ÷ Cl. Ar. íilÇ íl-Ba^ra.

26 I.e.. yigËl, tgËl, ’agËl, gËl, gÇl.
27 Due to reduction of vowel endings, older bisyllabic forms, i.e. la-hu, la-ka,

la-ki became monosyllabic *la-h > la, lek, *lik > li˜, thus losing their stress and
merging into one accentual entity with the preceeding verb.
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mostly in the context of labial consonants, e.g. gumit ÷ Cl. Ar. qumtu, Æufit
beside Æifit ÷ Cl. Ar. Æiftu.

3. Verba ultimae w//y

The diphthong ay, on the other hand, has been replaced by the long

vowel ÿ which is regularly preceded by a glide sound. Thus, it sounds like a

raising diphthong ye, e.g. byÿt ÷ Cl. Ar. baytun—“a house”. One can presume

that the reason that lay behind such an additional “diphthongization” in the

dialect of Baghdad was to make a clear distinction between the new

monophthong ÿ and the short vowel e being a facultative variant of the

phoneme a, like in bidet-he—“she started it” ÷ bidyÿt-he—“I started it”.

The shift ay > ÿ(yÿ) expanded gradually to all the VUw//y Perfect forms,

e.g. gi°yÿt ÷ Cl. Ar. qa¬aytu—“I spent”, ligyÿt ÷ Cl. Ar. laqÜtu—“I found”.

But before the process was accomplished, the VUw//y must have undergone

a unification process on the basis of analogy. As a result, out of the two orig-

inal VUy basic form Perfect stems, namely C1aC2Ç and C1aC2iya, only the

first one remained in use with slightly modified vowel order, i.e. C1VC2Ç.

Hence, the above mentioned ligyÿt instead of anticipated *ligÜt, or, for exam-

ple, buqÇ ÷ Cl. Ar. baqiya—“he stayed”. In addition to that, nearly all the

VUw changed to VUy, e.g. yid‘Ü ÷ Cl. Ar. yad‘Ë—“he invites”, niÑyÿtË ÷ Cl.

Ar. naÑawtum—“you survived”28.

Table 4 

No. Dialect of Baghdad Classical Arabic

1. a) ligyÿt – I found laqÜtu
b) yilgÜ // yilgÇ – he finds yalqÇ

2. a) …i˜yÿt – I told …akaytu
b) yi…˜Ü – he tells ya…kÜ

3. a) di‘yÿt – I invited da‘awtu
b) yid‘Ü // yid‘Ë – he invites yad‘Ë

4. a) niÑyÿtË – you (masc.) survived naÑawtum
b) yinÑe // yinÑË – he survives yanÑË

5. a) riÑyÿt – I asked raÑawtu
b) yirÑË // yirÑÜ – he asks yarÑË

28 The verb riÇ maintained its original Imperfect form. However, sometimes
it also is replaced by its derivative traÇ.



The 3rd pers. plur. fem. structure of the VUy Perfect conjugation, i.e.

C1VC2en as in ligen—“they found” as well as the 2nd and 3rd pers. plur.

fem. of the VUy Imperfect conjugation, i.e. yi//tiC1C2en, as in yi//tilgen—

“they//you find”, show some irregularity. Because, in view of the phonetic

rules observed in the dialect of Baghdad, one could rather expect something

like *C1VC2ÿn in the Perfect conjugation, i.e. *ligyÿn and *ji//tiC1C2Ün or

*ji//tiC1C2ÿn in the Imperfect conjugation, i.e. *ji//tilgÜn or *ji//tinsyÿn.

Therefore, it seems to be quite probable that this time the factor of analogy

played again its significant role. This means that VUy were partly subordi-

nated to the strong verb conjugational patterns, i.e. C1VC2C3en for the

Perfect and yi//tiC1VC2C3en for the Imperfect Tense, according to which the

final syllable which contains the conjugational suffix should not be stressed.

The verb ÑÇ // ’iÑe ÷ Cl. Ar. ÑÇ’a—“to come” deserves special atten-

tion—not only for the changes it has undergone, but also because of its struc-

tural differentiation. The latter feature is illustrated in Table 5, which con-

tains the full Perfect conjugation of the verb with all possible variants.

The basic difference, as compared with the classical Arabic forms, con-

sists here in the disappearance of hamza3. As a result of this change, the

above verb assumed a non-typical shape of a bi-radical VUy and adjusted

itself to adequate conjugational schemes. As shown in Table 5 the process

was accompanied by the following additional modifications:

a) Appearance of hamza in the onset of the Perfect forms, followed by

the short vowel i (as in the variant II),

b) Additional variants of the 3rd pers. sing. fem. and 3rd pers. plur. with

doubled consonants of the conjugational endings followed by the short

vowel i.
c) Shifting of the stress to the first syllable in the unsuffixed Imperfect

conjugational forms, e.g. yiÑÜ, niÑÜ ÷ Cl. Ar. yaÑÜ’u, naÑÜ’u.
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Person Singular Plural

Variant I Variant II Variant I Variant II

3rd masc. ÑÇ ’iÑe Ñaw // Ñawwi ’iÑaw // ’iÑawwi
3rd fem. Ñet // Ñetti ’iÑet // ’iÑetti Ñen // Ñenni ’iÑen // ’iÑenni
2nd masc. Ñyÿt ’iÑ yÿt ÑyÿtË ’iÑ yÿtË
2nd fem. ÑyÿtÜ ’iÑ yÿtÜ Ñyÿten ’iÑ yÿten
1st Ñyÿt’i Ñ yÿt ÑyÿnÇ ’iÑ yÿnÇ

Table 5



Disappearance of hamza3 in the Perfect conjugation of the verb ÑÇ’a
resulted in short monosyllable conjugational forms CV or CVC, e.g. ÑÇ and

Ñet. Since the morphological system of the dialect of Baghdad does not tol-

erate monosyllabic forms as meaningful words, they were supplemented

with an additional prothetic syllable29.

Two tendencies were followed here: extension of the word stem (item

‘a’) or extension of the word ending (item ‘b’).

Then, by analogy, the process spread also to those forms which meet the

requirements of accentuation and does not need such modifications, e.g.:

’iÑyÿt or ’iÑyÿna. In some cases, the two tendencies overlapped, e.g. ’iÑetti
alongside ’iÑet and Ñetti.

The diphthongs aw and ay in the spoken language of Baghdad, like in

many other Arabic dialects, have undergone contraction. The long vowels Ÿ
and ÿ/yÿ that are the products of that contraction became, in the dialect of

Baghdad, phonologically relevant, e.g. dŸrÜ—“my turn” ÷ dËrÜ—“turn

around!” (sing. fem.) ÷ dawrÜ—cyclic; dyÿn—“debt” ÷ dÜn—“religion”;

byÿtÜ—“my home” ÷ beytÜ—“domestic”.

Monophthongization aw > Ÿ and ay > ÿ is not, of course, an exclusive

Arabic feature. It is an all-Semitic process. One cannot even rule out that its

occurrence in the Arabic dialects was influenced by the neighboring western

Semitic languages like Aramaic, in which the process took place much ear-

lier30. Also the above described “secondary diphthongization” ÿ > yÿ is not

a characteristic of the dialect spoken in Baghdad. The same phenomenon can

be found in the classical Ethiopian language31.

In some individual cases w2 and y2 can be retained, e.g. ‘uwaÑ ÷ Cl. Ar.

‘awiÑa—“to be crooked”, ste…yef—“to regret”. Sometimes the forms with

the retained C2=w//y and without it are used as parallel variants. There are,

however, cases in which these parallel forms have been semantically differ-

entiated, e.g. sterwa…—“to go smelly” ÷ sterÇ…—“to take a rest”.

In the 1st and 2nd pers. of some Perfect VMw//y derivatives, namely

nfa‘al, fta‘al and staf‘al, there developed forms in which the long vowel of

the stem was retained and at the same time the Perfect ending was diph-

thongized, e.g. nhÇn yÿt beside nhinit—“I was offended”, …tÇÑyÿt beside

…tiÑit—“I needed” and sti/erÇ…yÿt beside sti/erÇ…it—“I took a rest”. 
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29 The dialect of Baghdad favours CVC or CVCC as monsyllabic stressed
words. Hence, for example, ’ebb ÷ cl. Ar. ’abun – “father” ’aÆÆ ÷ cl. Ar. ’aÆun –
“brother”, demm ÷ cl. Ar. damun – “blood”. 

30 Moscati S., Wyk≥ady z jÍzykoznawstwa semickiego, Warszawa 1968, p. 87.
31 Brzuski W. K., Gramatyka jÍzyka gyyz, Warszawa 1972, p. 19.



It seems that the reason of it is a tendency towards unification of the

conjugational paradigm according to the scheme: regular stem + affix. This

tendency is stimulated by the similarity of some verbal stem syllabic struc-

tures. Verbs like …teÑÑ and …tÇÑ or ste‘add and ste‘Çd, although derived from

different roots, share one structural feature: all of them end with a hyper long

syllable. The fact that in one case it is CVCC and in the other C V̄C does not

make any difference because both types of syllables are functionally equiv-

alent.

As for the VPy, they are practically absent in the spoken Arabic of

Baghdad. There are, indeed, some isolated instances still in use like yibes ÷
Cl. Ar. yabisa—“to wither” or yi’es ÷ Cl. Ar. ya’isa—“to be in despair”, but

their usage is very infrequent. Moreover, they are regularly replaced by other

derivatives, namely tyebbes and ’eyyes.

The VPw in the dialect of Baghdad, unlike their counterparts in classi-

cal Arabic, retain the weak consonant in the nfa‘al derivative form, e.g.

nwiled ÷ Cl. Ar. wulida—“to be born”. Most probably, the reason is that the

nfa‘al pattern has taken over the function of the apophonic passive voice

which has nearly completely vanished from the spoken language.

III. Verba mediae geminatae (Verbs of which the second and third radi-

cals are identical)

In the 1st and 2nd pers. of the VMG Perfect conjugation the root con-

sonants C2=C3 are not separated as it is the case in the classical Arabic.

Instead, the Perfect suffix is preceded with the diphthongized long vowel yÿ,
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Table 6 

No. Dialect of Baghdad Classical Arabic

1. a) öedd – he fastened öadda
b) öeddyÿt – I fastened öadadtu

2. qÇ^a^ – he punished qÇ^^a
3. tqÇ^a^ – he was punished taqÇ^^a
4. a) n©eöö – he was cheated ’in©aööa

b) n©eööyÿtË – you (masc.) were cheated’in©aöaötum
5. a) °ùarr – he was compelled ’u¬turra

b) °ùarryÿt // °ùarrÿt – I was compelled ’u¬ùurirtu
6. a) sti©ell – he made use of ’ista©alla

b) sti©ellyÿt – I made use of ’ista©laltu
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e.g. öeddyÿt ÷ Cl. Ar. öadadtu, n©eööyÿtË ÷ Cl. Ar. ’in©aöaötum, °tarrÿt ÷ Cl.

Ar. ’u¬turirtu, sti©ellyÿt ÷ Cl. Ar. ’ista©laltu. This change could have origi-

nated as a result of dissimilation. It is well known that one of the character-

istic features of the dialect of TamÜm was the replacing of C3=C2 with y in

suffixes that begin with consonants, e.g. qa^ayt instead of qa^a^t, - “I have

cut”, ’amlayt instead of ’amlalt—“I vexed”, or ta°annayt instead of

ta°annant—“I surmised”32.  Similar instances of dissimilation are reported

also in the dialects of Hijaz, famous for the regular separation of C2=C3, e.g.

ÑalÇ, yaÑlË—“to be exalted” instead of Ñalla, yaÑillu, like in TamÜm. In later

sources, forms with non-separated C2=C3 and an additional diphthong pre-

ceding the suffix can be found, e.g. maddayt < *madadt(u).
The VMG derivatives formed according to the fÇ‘al and tfÇ‘al patterns

are, in the dialect of Baghdad, consistent with the strong tri-radical verb

structure, i.e. C1ÇC2aC3, as in qÇ^a^ ÷ Cl. Ar. qÇ^^a and tC1ÇC2aC3, as in

tqÇ^a^ ÷ Cl. Ar. taqÇ^^a. 

To sum up, the changes that in the dialect of Baghdad affected the weak

verbs as well as the verbs of which the second and third root consonants are

identical, can be divided into the following types:

a) Reduction and elision of the long vowel in VMw//y;

b) Reduction of the stem vowel and modification of the verb structure

in the enclitic phrase of gÇl + —l— + suffixed pronoun;

c) Monophthongization aw > Ÿ;

d) Monophthongization ay > ÿ// yÿ;

e) Monophthongization aw > Ç;

f) Unification of the VMw//y Perfect forms and disappearance of VUw;

g) Partial assimilation of the VMw//y Perfect conjugational forms of the

derivatives based on the patterns nfa‘al, fta‘al and staf‘al to adequate VUy
forms;

h) Partial assimilation of the VMG Perfect conjugational forms of the

basic stems as well as derivatives based on the patterns nfa‘al, fta‘al and

staf‘al to adequate VUy forms;

i) Assimilation of the VMG fÇ‘al and tfÇ‘al patterns to the strong verb

stems.

32 Lebedew W. W., Pozdniy sredenearabskiy yazyk (XIII-XVIII ww.), Moscow
1977, pp. 46-47; Al-MaùlabÜ, op.cit., pp. 116-118; ‘Abd at-TawwÇb, At-Taùawwur al-
lu©awÜ..., Al-QÇhira 1981, pp. 37-46.
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Abbreviations

Cl. Ar.—Classical Arabic

masc.—masculine

fem.—feminine

plur.—plural

sing.—singular

VMG—verba mediae geminatae

VMH—verba mediae hamzatae

VMw//y—verba mediae w//y
VMw—verba mediae w
VMy—verba mediae y
VPH—verba primae hamzatae

VPw—verba primae w
VPy—verba primae y
VUH—verba ultimae hamzatae

VUw—verba ultimea w
VUy—verba ultimae y
V—short vowel

V̄—long vowel

C—consonant
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